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ELIZABETH

ELIZABETH BANFALVI, Registered Canadian Reflexology Therapist, started writing her
meditation series books in 2008, now 9 in print. She taught Meditation and Stress Relief
BANFALVI
Naturally topics in schools. She is President/Director of the Mississauga Writers Group.

Time Of Our Lives
Elizabeth Banfalvi

What a strange time to think we can
learn to enjoy the time we are in. But it is.
We have changed because of this pandemic.
Every night, I listen to the news and am
proud of our country and how we have
handled everything. I know there are a lot of
critics, but look south and ask yourself if
you are happy we are here.
Our country always had free medical
care. Can you imagine what
would have happened to us if
we had to worry whether we
had enough money to get
tested? We see how many
have died and have suffered
from having the virus south of
the border. Not that we
wouldn’t suffer from getting
the virus and even having
someone die, but laying in a
hospital bed is taken care of.
We are so used to having
the free medical care, we don’t
know what it would be like
without it. Ask your south-ofthe-border neighbours. Here
we can leave our wallet at home and just
bring our health card.
Look around and see who is there. Your
neighbours, health care workers, delivery
workers, police, fireman, the army – where
would we be without them? The people who
work in grocery stores or any other kind of
store – they are there every day, working to
ensure we can have what we need.
Our parks and pathways are there for us.
The best way to reduce stress is being out in
nature, and there it is. Walk along the
pathways and visit the multiple water parks
and our lake: we can learn to appreciate the

beauty of them for more than just a pretty
sight.
The masks we wear – what an
inconvenience but a necessity. We are asked
to care about spreading or contracting the
virus. I don’t know how many times I have
smiled and then realized people couldn’t see
it. I will continue to smile and enjoy who is
there.

Youth – what a group of our citizens
who have lost so much. I don’t see youth
getting in trouble outside. I see them biking
or walking with their parents or in a small
group of friends and wearing masks. Youth
sports have been cancelled this year – I have
never heard of that any other year. I hope for
their sake it will start up again.
So, all the things I have listed could have
been the worst things possible, but who we
are has made it possible to change who we
are and learn to adapt. It has given us the
opportunity to grow in who we are. It is
definitely the time of our lives. ◘
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ISHRAT AZIM M.Sc. (Home Economics) started writing Bengali poems since childhood. Her
English poems were published in the Bangladesh Observer. She is well-travelled and an avid
AZIM
nature lover. Her observations are often reflected in her writing.

A Broken Promise
© Ishrat Azim 2018

Lima was my childhood friend. We used
to live in a same neighbourhood. We were
together in school and university. After we
graduated, Lima got married and settled in a
suburban area. Her husband Sajed worked
for a company. We kept in touch by
telephone, and sometimes we used to meet
in our favourite coffee house.
After I finished my education, I got
married. We were very happy to live in a
same city though in different
neighbourhoods. Sometimes we
invited each other over for lunch and
dinner. One thing I understood that
Lima’s husband Sajed liked to live in a
very simple way.
Once I asked Lima “Why don’t you go
on holiday, Lima? You did not even go for a
honeymoon!”
She briefly replied “No, Sajed doesn’t
like to spend money on travelling.”
We noticed Sajed’s frugality in their
lives. Lima told me that he counted every
cent before spending it on food, clothes or
any necessary things in their household.
Gradually I came to understand that Lima
was not very happy in married life.
Time passed our children grew up and
got married. They settled in different places.
Lima and I continued to see each other
whenever it was possible for us. Once, Lima
reported that her husband had become
addicted to buying lottery tickets. She was
not very happy about it. She told me that
whenever she wanted to buy new clothes or
gifts, he never allowed her it. He never took
her out for dinner or lunch. I felt sorry for
my dear friend.
After buying lottery tickets year after
year, one day Sajed hit the jackpot. He got

fourteen million dollars. We were all very
happy specially Lima. She took a deep
breath and expressed a great relief. Alas!
Nothing changed Sajed’s behaviour. He was
just like before. He put all his money in a
fixed deposit in the bank and continued to
lead their lives like before.
One day, Sajed had a
massive heart attack.
He was so obsessed
with his money that,
lying on his deathbed,
he asked Lima to make
a promise that all the
money he had in a joint
account would be
withdrawn, put it in a
shoebox and placed in his
coffin box. Lima agreed. He
died after one month.
According to his wish, when the people
placed his body in the coffin, Lima said to
them, “Wait a minute. I forgot to put in the
box he wanted.”
She quickly placed the shoebox in his
coffin. They buried him.
A month later, Lima called me and asked
me to meet her immediately in our favourite
coffee house. She asked me if I want to go
on a luxurious holiday with her—her treat. I
was surprised and asked her, “Where did
you get all the money?”
She started to laugh from bottom of her
heart and said, “It was all Sajed’s money. So
I wrote him a cheque for fourteen million
dollars and put it in his coffin.”
“But, Lima, you broke your promise to
him!” I interrupted her.
“No, I did not: I gave him a cheque; he
will withdraw it in heaven.” ◘
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Larisa
© Ishrat Azim 2019
Larisa was thinking of going to
jewelry shop to fix her turquoise
necklace. Last week she noticed it
was broken when she wanted to
wear it on her friend’s wedding
anniversary.
She finished her breakfast and
headed for the jewelry shop.
Recently, they had moved to a new
shopping mall in their
neighbourhood.
When she entered into the
shop, she noticed a lady who just
looked like her. She remembered
once she read somewhere that God
created four lookalikes for her in
the world. She was very amused
and thought she had found one
person who looked just like her!
She smiled with excitement and
greeted her.
“Hello!”
She was so eager to tell her
about the lookalike story that it
became impossible for her to
control her excitement. She told the
lady what she had read about
lookalikes. The shopkeeper was
listening to Larisa, too, with
amusement. She politely asked
Larisa, “Madam, are you all right?”
Larisa still was in a hilarious
mood and replied, “Yes, of course,
I am fine. Why?”
“Madam, you are talking
strangely! The walls are covered by
mirrors and you are talking to the
mirror!”
Larisa blushed and gasped.
“Happy Birthday, Larisa!” ◘
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MARISA BARATTA is an editor, and writer of especially YA fiction that touches the heart,
opens the mind, makes for laughter and inspires positive change.

MARISA BARATTA
Together

© Marisa Baratta 2020
To all those who miss their family and their friends
To all those who look forward to seeing and hugging them again
To those who wanted to be home more
But also miss leaving the house
To those who lost their jobs
To those who aren’t sure how to make ends meet
To those who are juggling work and kids
To those who think it is too quiet
To those who miss the hum and buzz of the neighbourhood park
And the creek that winds right by it
To all those who miss going out with friends
The murmur of restaurant chatter
The community message it sends
To those who feel the ache of being miles apart
Who miss the monotony of grocery shopping
And running errands
Without putting fear inside their cart
To those who work in grocery stores
And hospitals
And help in any way
To those adding lists of names
Every time they pray
To those who are caring for a loved one
To those who lost a loved one
To hearts so heavy
There are no words
To those who are sick
To those who are afraid of getting sick • • •

To all those who feel fear
Pain
Doubt
You are not alone
We will ride this out
Keep reaching out to each other
Tell someone how you feel
There are moments when this seems like fiction
And others when it’s all too real
Look to each other and
Small comforts
Like tea, books, games
And sunny weather
There is only one way to get through this:
Together
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SAVITHRI DUDDU is passionate about writing, photography and story-telling. She has written
articles related to business, human resources, short stories and poetic lines that are
DUDDU
motivating, inspiring and thoughtful.

Canada – We Are A Family
© Savithri Duddu 2020

This article was printed in the Peel Weekly News
on Thursday July 16, 2020.

Looks like a long flight, said the
immigration officer stamping my study
permit. His English was familiarly
unfamiliar and made me go numb. Politely I
smiled, greeted him with a thank you,
checked my papers and stepped out to
collect my luggage from Belt No:3,
Vancouver International Airport in the
Winter of 2015. I left my family,
friends, career to fulfill dreams of
abroad living and better prospects for
life. Little did I realise the hurdles,
challenges and beautiful times ahead.
As I started to live in Kamloops,
British Columbia, I recognise the
cultural similarities from home country,
and emphasis on community living.
Study had its tests that include the
project work with diverse class mates,
deadlines, part time working and
learning about partying in style with
friends but split the bills. I graduated,
moved to Mississauga, Ontario and
started to work. Life was shaping with
excel spreadsheets, clients, customers
and connections. Understanding how
different everyone around by origin, yet
similar, in compassion are all the thoughts
every day and this was the moment I felt my
liking for Canada as a country and here I am
waiting to receive my residency status.
New vocabulary joined my familiar
English, taking me closer to people eh! I
have a freedom to be myself and while it
seemed as none cared about me but I realise
everyone understands me. Four years passed
by with memories of travels in the East and

West parts of Canada. Extreme winters,
Rocky Mountains, National parks, Trail
Walks, Pan cakes with Maple syrup, Poutine
and Blizzard added life to the times.
Every now and then, I do become
gloomy for I miss my hometown, but
nothing comes easy and everything that’s
tough is imprinted for long. With support of

new found friends and family, here I am
moving on to find new assignments and as I
am figuring my feelings for Canada, there’s
a beep on the phone. The immigration
office(r) sent an email inviting me to apply
for residency and that said, an acceptance
was all I needed, Dear Canada, we are a
family. Happy Canada Day. Cheers! ◘
IMAGES: Photography by Savithri Duddu.
Fireworks on July 1, 2018. Centennial Park,
Mississauga.
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Guru
© Savithri Duddu 2020
Dedicated to my guru and to those who are part
of my journey.

Being the single child in a nuclear
family, often I was bored after playtime with
friends. All I used to say was “I am bored, I
am bored, I am bored”.
I went up to Dad and asked him how to
get rid of this boredom! He suggested
looking into the sky so that the universe
would be my bestie. True to his words, the
cosmos never failed to be my friend.
Years passed by and I couldn’t get rid of
boredom. This time, I asked my mom how
to overcome it. Given her homemaker role
and endless kitchen tasks, she said, “Look
around, and you will have a lot to work and
bring changes in the house.” Never she was
wrong for, any given
day, there was always
something or other to
make the house a
home.
And then came
friends, cousins and
family who suggested
hobbies and habits,
yet the boredom was

never gone. Marriage taught responsibility
but not the mantra to get rid of boredom.
Work taught accountability yet not the
process to overcome boredom. Years passed
by!
Like the saying “When the student is
ready, the master shall appear”, there came a
day in my life, where I had my guru
(mentor/master) walking up to me to awaken
the light in me and, with his smile and
silence, answered the question of how to get
rid of boredom. I never realized how simple
it was and, from the time I learnt it, I have
never had a dull moment.
He silently listened to my questions and,
with a smile, answered that the one amazing
way to get rid of boredom is to “look into
thyself.” The more you invest time in
making your life better, the less bored you
are! Build a curiosity about yourself. This is
not going to change just your world but the
world you live in.
Gurus don’t take much time to teach,
and neither do they preach. All they let you
know is the point that’s needed for making
lives better. Now, all I say is “I am excited, I
am excited, I am excited.” ◘
IMAGE: Artwork on the left by Savithri Duddu
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VIDYA VASANT GOPAUL is the author of ‘Race the Time’ and currently working on other
novels. He has visited some sixty countries, enjoys photography, fishing and gardening, and
spending quality time with his grandsons.
GOPAUL

Autumn

© Vidya Gopaul 2020

Since this is an Autumn edition and what
an appropriate subject to write about, yes,
Autumn! Just like the spring is a buffer
between winter and summer, autumn is a
buffer between summer and winter. During
the spring time we come out of the winter
hibernation, breath the fresh spring air,
perform spring cleaning and get ready for
the beautiful summer time.
At the onset of autumn we do the
opposite, and that is, prepare for winter
hibernation, pack all the summer stuffs into
the garage or shed, weather proof all the
windows and most of the time we breath the
air inside our home.
During the spring months you see
nothing but greeneries and budding bulbs.
However, during the autumn months you see

multi-coloured leaves and you just go, “Just
gorgeous!” And the bulbs go into
hibernation as well. I have tulip and green
onion bulbs (perennial). They have been in
my garden for many years. Just like the
other perennials and evergreen trees those
two bulbs need autumn season to prepare
and change their molecular structures in
order to persevere the harsh winter that lies
ahead.
Similarly I personally take the time
during the months of autumn to prepare
myself mentally, physically and spiritually
in order to challenge that comes after, and
that is, harsh winter months. I learned a very
hard lesson in the first year of my residence
in Canada. I come from a very beautiful
island, Mauritius, where the temperature is
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between 15℃ to 25℃ all year round. I had
no idea that winter in Canada would be so
cold because I wore only a very thin jacket
in November to go outside. One day when it
really became cold I could barely walk two
blocks when I felt that my ribs were
squeezing and I just could not breathe.
From that day onward, I firmly decided
that I would take those months of autumn to
get ready for the winter. Then I was in my
teens and now I am pushing beyond sixty,
which means I need more preparation than
before. As we all know, physical preparation
can be done in many forms. I do jogging,
walking and bicycling, weight lifting and
push-ups. Jogging, walking and especially
bicycling (my favourite) are best done and
safer during the months of autumn because
the streets are still free of snow and salt.
I mentally prepare myself by encoding in
my mind that winter is coming and I have to
face whether I like it or not and it does
matter how harsh or mild it can be. I have
two choices. First go and live in a warmer
country during the winter months. Or stay
and face it, which is the second choice. I
always choose to stay and face the winter
because I do not have the luxury of
financially supporting my wife and myself
in another country. During the months of
autumn it does not hurt to do some
meditation by visualizing how to make
winter enjoyable. I always look forward to
my ice-fishing expeditions. Tobogganing,
skating and skiing could be of interest to
others. Have you ever try to barbeque in the
winter ? Yes, try it ! You will be amazed
how enjoyable it can be. I do it very more
often than not in my backyard on the deck,
even when it is snowing.
Believe or not, and it may sound strange
to majority of the people, but I spiritually
prepare myself for the winter during the
months of autumn by saying some prayers.
There are some unknown and unexplainable
spiritual powers and strengths which uplift

your spirit, which in turn helps you
overcome any challenge that comes along
during the winter months. Just like those
tulips and onions bulbs and all other
perennials go through some form of
molecular changes during the months of
autumn to adapt the harsh winter, similarly
preparing your mind, body and soul during
the months of autumn will help change the
biological molecules in the body to assist in
tackling the harsh winter months.
According to the law of physics, matter
expands with heat and contracts with cold,
and human body is no exception. That is
why God has implemented the months of
autumn so that our body will have the
chance to slowly and gradually adapt the
process of contraction leading up to the
months of winter. Imagine what would
happen to our body going from +30℃ to
–20℃ in matter of few days! We would
have all kinds of sicknesses.
The months of autumn were also created
to give us a chance to reflect on what
wonderful summer days we had and what
kinds of winters days will lie ahead. In
theological terms, all good things come to an
end. Thus, nature is teaching us to always
take time and gradually prepare for the
unknowns in life. Chances are that our lives
would be that much more manageable. ◘
IMAGES: Photography by Vidya Gopaul
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ANUBHA MEHTA PhD (Political Science) is a published author and educator, awarded for
her leadership work with diverse Canadian communities. Besides that, she has assumed such
wide-ranging roles as journalist, classical dancer and theatre actor.
MEHTA

Why Am I A Bad Cook?
© Anubha Mehta 2018

“Mom, I taste something strange in the
butter chicken,” complained my teenage son
who was addicted to my cooking like a
coach was to an under-achiever with the
hope of arousing a hidden talent, in spite of
its slim chances of surfacing. He wrinkled
his nose, “Ma, is there something missing?”
I wondered where I had gone wrong. I
had diligently followed instructions from a
recipe book, perfectly timed each spice in
sequence, roasted the chicken for the correct
duration, added a few spoons of water to
save the onions from sticking to the pan, and
then just before they did, I had taken the pan
off the stove to let it simmer in its juices.

These were not my early days in Canada
when I cursed myself for coming for many
reasons, mostly because I didn’t know how
to cook. And I didn’t really want to risk
asking for help from a few Canadian
acquaintances because of my shame of
revealing this major flaw.

But there was another, deeper reason,
why I didn’t ask. How was I to explain to
these hard-working, self-reliant people that
in India, middle-class women didn’t really
cook? They had full-time cooks.
So, I ended up making weekly calls (no,
not to my mother, but) to my cook in India,
completely disregarding my husband’s
annoyance at the rising phone bill. After the
usual six minutes of whining, my cook
would patronizingly indulge me with a few
treasured recipes for the week. I diligently
wrote them down, followed, and revered
them like my spirituality. Over the years, I
proudly churned some good dishes, some
not-so-good, and many burnt, inedible ones.
My poor children knew no different since all
they knew was their mother’s cooking.
My husband, not so much.
He always ate in silence, keeping me on
tenterhooks till the end of his meal, until the
litmus test. How my dish-of-the-day had
faired, depended on whether he asked for
seconds.
This, of course, was never the case when
he cooked. For some strange reason, with no
previous cooking experience either, he was
as at home in the kitchen as a fish is in
water. We ordered our favourite recipes then
waited fervently with watering mouths for
his next scheduled kitchen date. Whether he
had cooked those dishes previously, was
inconsequential. Each time he whisked
together another great dish, adding to his
rising list of culinary accolades.
So was it just me then? Was I born to be
a bad cook, like a child without a musical
ear struggling to sing in tune? No, that could
not be. I was told never to accept defeat.
And I was born to do great things, cooking
included. All I had to do was strategically
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revisit my best efforts in the kitchen and
identify where I was going wrong. And that
was it. The answer was staring back at me.
Why had I not seen it before?
My best efforts in the kitchen were not
really for cooking. Instead, they were for
giving me a space for release to fume up
against all the real and perceived injustices
in my life. The kitchen had been my
battleground. It had served well for my notso-happy days. If I didn’t like the
condescending tone of the children’s daycare manager for being five minutes late ,
then out came my razor-sharp fury on the
neck of innocent cucumbers, pumpkins, and
squash. While working at my underemployed, part-time job, if my dense boss
blamed me for something that was his fault,
then, even god couldn’t save the lentils on
the stove that night. They were boiled and
throttled until they could suffocate no more.
If, heaven forbid, my husband gave me the
silent treatment at a time when I was
bursting with inquisitiveness about his day,
out came the extra jalapenos.
Our first year in Canada, we bought
things from a large Chinese underground
market near the bus terminal. One lazy
Sunday afternoon, its crowded, messy lanes
were pungent with smells of fried fish and
noodles. We sat down at a roadside tent to
try a plate. Just next door, I saw a sign:
“Pressure Cookers for Sale.” I remembered
that I desperately needed one to save time
during my increasingly busy evenings.
I tugged at my husband’s sleeve and
stepped in. Instantly, I was blinded by the
silver gleam of steel pressure cookers
stacked on the topmost shelf of a rickety
cabinet. They came in two sizes. It was the
perfect opportunity to impress my husband
that I too could be prudent. “Let’s buy a
two-liter pressure cooker instead of a fiveliter one,” I suggested, after inspecting the
prices carefully.
My husband was very pleased that I
wanted to purchase something for the
kitchen. But it seemed that he wanted to

impress me more. He bought me both,
pleased about his ability to fulfil more than
what I needed. Little did he know that these
cookers were to become key pawns in
setting up my battlefield.
And that day, as I recalled, was the start
of my cooking quickly, recklessly, badly. As
the steam from the pressure cookers
ruptured my eardrums and ripped the
kitchen air with a fury like no other, I felt at
peace. I didn’t care what I sliced, chopped,
or burnt, as long as I slaughtered another
dish. What therapy!
This became an addiction.
Oh, for all these years, how could I have
been so ruthless, so blind to the needs of my
family’s taste buds?
But I knew what I had to do now.
It was easy.
I had to pay my penance by breaking this
evil habit of dish-slaughtering, go the extra
mile to add a secret yet common ingredient
for all my dishes. And this secret ingredient
had to replace all previous ingredients of
fury and resentment I had harboured and
used over the years.
This newly discovered secret and
immortal ingredient was – Love.
I had to cook with love.
And love had to be wedded to a special
partner – Patience.
With Love and Patience in each dish, I
had no doubt I would emerge as the best
cook in the world, and earn a victory better
than personal therapy: I would win the
hearts of my children and my husband with
my cooking! These new dishes, made with
love and patience, were to be my salvation,
my repentance, and my work of art. With
these dishes, I would be more than a cook, I
would be a good cook, the best cook that I
could ever be. It was my moment of
revelation. And it had come to me, lo and
behold, in the kitchen itself!
A strong, burning smell brought me back
to the present. “Mom! Is this all that you
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have for today’s lunch?” screamed my
impatient daughter from the dining room.
Oh, my God! I had chosen a wrong
moment to contemplate. So what if it were
the greatest epiphany in my life, it was still
at the wrong moment.
The pan in front of me sizzled
feverishly. Smoke started filling my lungs as
I ran to open the kitchen windows and throw
water on whatever was left of the
cauliflower and potatoes. Then I lined the
serving bowl with the salvaged portion and,
with a broad smile, walked into the dining
room. As soon as the bowl touched the table,
both children dived to scoop large helpings
on their plates.
“Ah! This is so much better than your
butter chicken mom,” said my son.
What? How could that be? My daughter
could barely chew the large portion in her

mouth. She gestured a thumbs up. “See!
This is what was missing mom,” she finally
said polishing off the last charred morsel on
her plate.
My family liked burnt cooking? Surely
then, we would qualify for some sort of a
magazine list of weird families. I had to sit,
take a moment to think.
Like beauty was in the eyes of the
beholder, was good cooking in the mouth of
the taster? Was cooking just love? My
children loved my dishes unconditionally,
just as they were. And I loved my children
unconditionally, just as they were.
And was there scope for improvement?
Yes, definitely.
In all three things: my cooking, my
children, and myself.
That night my husband still ate in
silence. But he asked for seconds. ◘
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MARIANG MANUNULȦ has long been a visual arts hobbyist and now aspires to share her
musings about the world around and within us through creative writing.

MARIANG MANUNULȦ

A Moment Of Presence
© Mariang Manunulȧ 2020

I greet this new morning in my little pocket garden
I tune in to birdsongs that fill the air
As surrounding sun-kissed flowers show their flair
I catch a glimpse of my Buddha stone figurine
And unplug from on-going pandemic news
I feel the warm touch of the morning light on my nape
As the wind blows soft whispers to my skin
Outside the fence, tree branches sway in delight
I comb my toes through my furry bestie’s silky mane
Free of virus fear, he quietly breathes beneath my feet

Then I take a sip of tea from my favourite cup
and savour this singular moment.
Here… now…
Everything feels alright in my world.
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SAJEDA MANZOOR likes writing, making arts and crafts, and music. She has published several
short stories and poems and read a few at various public events. Her poems portray love,
MANZOOR
kindness, peace and beauty.

Unity

© Sajeda Manzoor 2020

Spring, Summer, Fall
And Winter
Knocked them
With millions
Of sparkling rays
The Spruce, Pine, Birch
the old oaks
And alluring evergreens
Stood with
Everlasting beauty
And dignity

All in a row
To and fro
Danced together
Kissed each other
With gusty wind
Glaring sunrays
The wide
Old Trunks
Held them together
The soothing breeze
Whispered don’t loose
Each other
When you dance
And kiss
Love proliferates

The sun rays smiled
The dew drops
Cuddled and kissed
Made them everlasting
They stood up high
With all the strength
Fought with the tornadoes
And high waves
It is the time now
To cherish each other
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Vision

© Sajeda Manzoor 2020

Reason beholds
Truth is expression
Darkness and sunshine
Where is the
Destination
Fade and misty
Twisty, rocky
And winding roads
The shady trees whisper
Be your own leader
Shadow
Gives the reflection
A candle
Burns
For thousand reasons

□ MANZOOR . 20
Dance
Memory

Memory

© Sajeda Manzoor 2020
My childhood
A past story
A fantasy
Surrounded by
Alluring trees
And eye-catching plants
A flashback
Never came back
It is a history
It said goodbye
Lost in memories
Gave a message
Follow the destiny
In a canopy
It sails
In the astray wind
In the soothing rain
In the hurricanes

Dance

© Sajeda Manzoor 2020
The misty sky
The barren lands
In dearth often
Rain and showers
Blossom flowers

Magical
Daisies and Lilacs
I never found back
Countless flowers
All their kinds
A lost memory
As time moves by

Crushed roses
Petals around
Creepy caterpillars
Ready to fly
Eventually winsome
Butterflies
With rainbow colours
Permanent

Everything I left
Behind
I can hold
The sweet memories
Till I am strong
To move on

Thunder and lightning
Give a message
Spring will come again
Don’t forget to dance
Sunshine will spread
Smile is universal

□ SHAHABUDDEEN . 21
FAID

FAID SHAHABUDDEEN comes from a legal background. He wrote two works of historical
nonfiction, and poetry that has been well-received in Latin America and Spain. He is a member
SHAHABUDDEEN
of Oakville Poetry & Prose.

Forsaken

© Faid Shahabuddeen 2020
To be forsaken for someone else
Mottles the soul with much sadness
And chafes lovers into restlessness
As they struggle for resilience
Despite the hopeful moments
Of winning the heart of the beloved
It was never meant to be
As it was just an elusive dream
Many tattered souls
Remain fish out of water
Never overcoming the agony
Of being jilted and disappointed
Others are truly more heroic
By adjusting to the ill-starred reality
Of their unfortunate situation
With tenacity and perseverance

□ THOMAS . 22
BELYNDA

BELYNDA WILSON THOMAS was born and raised in Saskatchewan. She is married to Errol
and is the mother of two children, Aaron and Alanna. ‘Secrets and Silence’ is her debut
novel. Her blog can be reached at belyndasbooks.com
THOMAS

Transformation
© Belynda Thomas

We all need a hero, we need to be the hero of our own story.

□ THOMAS . 23
Journey
© Belynda Thomas
We are all on a journey. Where it will lead no one knows.

□ WONG . 24
MIRANDA WONG works in public service within the legal field. She writes poetry, short
stories and lyrics on topics such as equality, discrimination, self-help and mental wellness.

MIRANDA WONG

Strange

© Miranda Wong 2020
That October afternoon
In Montreal
When my feet touched
Canadian soil
Clad in a T-shirt and slacks
So unprepared for
A blast of snow
On my bare cheeks
Each snowflake gleamed
Delicate, intricate and fluffy
How such beauty here
Can be so painful and cold!
Struggling to see
Through a blinding glare
The sun’s reflection
From a bed of ice
Before I reached shelter
A slip and a near fall!
My flip-flop days
Year round are over!
I’m an alien here
On this new land!
Count on long frigid winters
And sweltering summers

□ WONG . 25

My Life, My Way

© Miranda Wong 2020
Thoughts are my own
Not others’ to deny
Reflection or overthinking
Not others’ to decide
Didn’t wait for life to unfold
Glad I didn’t falter
Decisive non-submission
Steered me clear of disaster
My path wasn’t unscathed
It is still long and uncertain
Lessons and obstacles await me
My journey to partake in

□ WONG . 26
The me right now: rearing its ugly head
© Miranda Wong 2020

Since COVID-19 came knocking on our doors,
Many have been overtaken by fear.
More worried about hanging onto dear life,
Choosing to forsake the sick and dear
While working from home in lockdown mode
What Dr. Dyer said hit me quite hard
Off-kiltered, wakened from my deep sleep
I questioned all that I had done
Whatever I forked out, the universe returned
The more I asked, the more it took away
Only once I believe I had unlimited abundance
Nothing I gave out depleted the vastness
A step further was unjustified resentment –
Instead of hate, I was to choose love –
To stop blaming and resenting those
Who caused me pain and depths of despair
Had I been wrong all this time?
Were my battles unjustified?
Striving for more, not knowing any better
Not holding precious the near and dear?
Was mind over matter –
feeling my abundance and devotion to faith –
All I needed in times like these
Which stop me rearing these inner demons?

□ WONG . 27
In Time of Grief
Come Back

□ YIREN . 28
YIREN

YIREN is a Chinese-English translator/interpreter. She writes modern poetry; but loves ancient
Chinese verse which she is happy to share with anyone interested.

My Love: Tim Hortons’ Coffee
© Yiren 2020

This piece was printed in the Peel Weekly News
on Thursday July 23, 2020

Since I came to Canada about 15 years
ago, I have fallen in love with lots of things
in the country. One of them is Tim Hortons’
coffee.
In spring, autumn and winter, I like a
medium freshly brewed coffee. In summer, I
will have an ice cappuccino once in a while.
The flavor of the coffee is mellow to my
taste buds and unique to my mind – this is
Canada.
Whenever I travel back to China, I will
bring bags of Tim Hortons ground coffee as
gifts, and proudly present them to family
members and friends.
I remember once I went for a week-long
bus trip to the New York city in the United
States. Beginning from the second day,

passing by McDonalds and KFC once in a
while, I started missing my Tim Hortons
coffee. The craving lasted throughout the
whole trip and became stronger and stronger
until the last day of the trip when we crossed
the U.S.-Canadian border. There, I saw my
Tim Hortons coffee shop!
The decoration and color the walls,
doors, windows and the menu lightbox were
suddenly so dear to me!
I lined up, ordered my coffee and waited
with a small group of people for the coffee
to be ready. I don’t know what the other
people had in their mind. I only know that
when I got my coffee and took the first sip,
the flavor ironed all my tiredness and
warmed up every even tiny corner of my
body and heart. And I know that it was not
just the coffee. It was the warmth of home.
Yes! Home! Canada is my home! I love
my home. And I love Canada. ◘

□ YIREN . 29
We Are The Same
© Yiren 2020
My son invited us to dinner last Friday:
Typical summer dinner – barbecue in
backyard!
This time, we did not go to a restaurant
to have food prepared by a cook. Instead, we
went to his place. My son prepared
everything for us himself!
Excited! Curious! Anticipating! That’s
what I was on the way to his place.
When we arrived, my son had marinated
the steaks and chicken wings. Spices
scattered on the meat. I tried to imagine the
taste but wasn’t able to because I have never
had meals completely cooked by him.
He had eggplant, beet and red, yellow
and green peppers as vegetables. I brought
some boiled corns.

doing things. The young girl’s sweet,
charming voice! The young man’s warm,
loving eyes! Oh, what a wonderful summer
evening!
I had always thought that people as
young as them never pay serious attention to
life. They spend every penny they make.
They never save money. They don’t cook.
They don’t care about things. They don’t…
Now, looking at them expertly and
harmoniously cooking together, I started
thinking it was time for me to consider
changing my mind.
Food was ready. My son cut steaks into
smaller pieces. The girlfriend brought them
to the table and put into our plates. It
smelled so good!
“Let’s start!” They said
happily。
The steaks and chicken wings
were terrific in both duration and
degree of heat. There was a taste
of black pepper chewing the steak.
The chicken wing, with some color
of cumin, was tender and tasteful.
The pumpkin soup, cooked
together with cream and
mushroom, was smooth and
yummy.
Everything was so nice that I
could not stop eating.

Expertly, he put charcoal in the grill,
sprayed some starter and lit it up. His
girlfriend had been busy since we got there.
At this moment, she was distributing
pumpkin soup she cooked for us. The two of
them talked and laughed while they were

“How do you like it?” The girl
asked earnestly.
Delicious!
With food in my mouth, I was
also full of joy in my heart:
Although we are not of the same generation,
we are still the same - elaborating and
demonstrating the happiness and beauty of
life in every ordinary thing we do!
I was intoxicated. ◘

□ WRITING EXERCISES . 30

Sell it, baby, sell it!
A writer must sell everything. (No, fret
not. We’re not writing about selling our
meagre possessions because we’re starving
artists.) Our job is to persuade the reader
that everything we give them is something
they want to make space for in their brains.
Choose an object—any object around
you, but odder is better. Try a broken pen, a
torn scrap of paper, or the dust bunny in the
corner. Set your timer for 15 minutes, and
sell this object.

Push your own
boundaries
Every writer has one topic they just
won’t write about (maybe they find it’s
distasteful; maybe they find it too difficult;
maybe it triggers unpleasant memories).
However, writers have to be fearless, as we
are the ones to present the world to itself.
What’s the one subject you never, ever
want to write about?
Set your timer for 15 minutes. Take a
deep breath, and write something on this
subject.
If, at the end of 15 minutes, you aren’t
upset in any way, you’ve cheated yourself.
Pour another cup of coffee and try it again.

COMING UP NEXT

Winter 2020
Deadline: November 15, 2020
Write ON! has no theme unless otherwise stated
Spring 2021 deadline: February 15
Summer 2021 deadline: May 15
Autumn 2021 deadline: August 15
Winter 2021 deadline: November 15

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

We accept prose, poetry, drawings, paintings & photographs
Send submissions to Mark Blair at reflections2021@gmail.com
Content must be in English or include an English translation
Include a short bio (2-3 sentences) and head portrait
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